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60ACCESS ALL AREAS

What's it like to be backstage at a
Slipknot gig? We dish the dirt from the LA leg
of their 2004 world tour.

84THE MURDERDOLLS

For a while it looked like Joey
Jordison's side project might de-rail the whole
band, but they weren't half good!
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PROJECT REVOLUTION

What do they do when they aren't
inciting a riot? Here's the definitive
guide to all of the weird and
wonderful 'Knot side projects.
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THE
STUFF OF
NIGHTMARES
Why do we love to be
scared so much?
Hammer delves into
the mystery.
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"My Duotone amplifiers give me the gut-wrenching tone that can deliver
the

llff classic guitar sound onstage night after night."
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explore how
their unique
headgear has
evolved in the last
12 years.

106KISS

A hangover from the glam era,
or true shock pioneers? You know the
answer! We uncover the history of the most
shocking mainstream band of the BOs.

lloMARILYN MANSON

The self proclaimed 'God of Fuck'
brought his own brand of shock rock in the
90s with truly terrifying results. We explore
how Brian changed everything.

116BAN THIS FILTH!

Slipknot are the kings of shock
in the modem era, but we examine some of
the nastiest, dirtiest and most down right
depraved bands of all time!

122GGALLIN

He makes the Slipknot bunch
look like a group of schoolteachers. Broken
bones, faeces, mutilation, violence and a
planned onstage suicide. Meet the most
extreme rocker ever.

126THE CLOWN AT HOME

Life isn't easy for a clown.
Slipknot's founder and skin basher Shaw'n
Crahan talks about the hardships and turmoil
that surrounded his creation of the Voliminal
DVD. as we learn what it's like to be the man
behind the mask.

144KNOTOPHILIA
146COUNTING
CROWZ

The best books, DVDs, sites and
games that no Slipknot fan should be without.
The tale of Slipknot's lost album and
their obsession with black birds ...

THE STORIES
BEHIND THE
A·LBUMS
30 MATE.FEED.KILL.REPEAT.
42SLIPKNOT
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64VOL.3
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ESSENTIAL
SHOCK ROCK
ALBUMS

133 WANT TO HEAR SOME OF
THE MOST OFFENSIVE AND
UNSAVOURY ALBUMS EVER
COMMITTED TO DISC? WELL
WE'VE GOT YOUR DEFINITIVE
LIST RIGHT HERE!
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